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Gwinnett Gallery: Tumbling toddlers
Class lets kids, moms jump on the furniture
   AADDRRAAIINNNNEE GGRRAAYY

For the Journal-Constitution

In the world of toddlers, the family furniture is nothing more than an obstacle course for climbing, jumping,
swinging and tumbling freely -- well, except for the opposition of their parents.

Thankfully, the Dacula Family Sports' Moms and Toddlers gymnastics class offers the perfect solution to the
age-old conflict.

In a bright white gymnasium with cobalt blue padded platforms raised slightly off the floor, kids can romp around
to their -- and their parents' -- hearts' content.

The balance beams rest on the floor low enough for not-quite-balanced tots to walk on, and the parallel bars are
thin and easy for tiny palms to grip. A pit full of foam squares engulfs toddlers who are brave enough to jump in
from the bars above, or run off the end of a long trampoline.

On each piece of equipment there is a laminated drawing of an animal to remind the little gymnasts of what skills
should be performed in that area. For instance, the trampoline displays the picture of a kangaroo -- just in case a
kid decides to roll instead of jump.
Photo: Trevor Gurske (above), 17 months, gets some help from mom with his tumbling routine. / BEN GRAY /
Staff

Photo: Evan McDonald (upper left), 23 months, gets a hand -- or two -- getting off a toddler-level balance beam.
/ BEN GRAY / Staff

Photo: Brianna Scheiern, 19 months, hangs from a bar with a little help from instructor Tanya Bonnett as her
mom, Jackie, gives moral support during the gymnastics class. / BEN GRAY / Staff

Graphic: TUMBLE-FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT

> Dacula Family Sports, a multisports facility with something for the whole family, is located at 144 Broad St.,
Dacula. Call 770-237-2121 or log on to www.daculafamilysports.com for more information. There are also select
courses offered through Gwinnett County Parks & Recreation.

> Moms & Toddlers classes are offered Monday and Wednesday each week from 10-10:45 a.m. throughout the
year. The fee for the course is $45 for one month.

Photo: A wall mirror (bottom left) lets these future Olympians check out their moves. / BEN GRAY / Staff

Photo: Trevor Gurske, 17 months, (clockwise from top left) and his mom, Kelly, and Willow Redmond, 22
months, and her mom, Heather, try to get their footing in a pit of foam blocks during a recent Moms and
Toddlers class. / BEN GRAY / Staff
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